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A new memorandum has been placed on the main bulletin board. It is in regard to the removal of the television from the Marian College Mixed Lounge. It seems that something was being done to the light switches. Someone might ask why they didn't just turn off the lights completely, but the ever perceptive CARBON notes that such an action might bring an increase in the population on campus.

Mixed Lounge lovers have received many verbal darts from administration and student government through the years for conduct unbecoming Marianites. Administrative personnel have expressed the opinion that it is not good for the name of the school to have students who insist upon making the Mixed Lounge a lover's lane for people without cars. Rather than appealing to young love on the basis of "save the school," the CARBON asks those guilty of the grievous crime of "Lounge loving" to think of themselves.

We have made occasional tours of the den of sin and must concur with the majority opinion. His, indeed, not a very pleasant scene to see our so-called "two-headed" monsters of love. We ask the students who choose this indoor sport to evaluate their own respect and the respect of their partner. If affection is truly not a personal effect of a relationship, then we suggest that perhaps tickets might be sold for a "love revue" in the Mixed Lounge.

L.S.

PENTAGON REVUE

Do you believe that everyone should have an equal opportunity to run for a Student Board office? Do you feel that the social committee should be structured in such a way as to eliminate the duplication of roles which the present members experienced this past year? This Wednesday in front of the auditorium you will have the opportunity of voting "yes" or "no." If two-thirds of the voters vote "yes" then the following amendments will become part of the student government constitution.

Elections: Any student desiring to run for Board office simply declares his candidacy in writing prior to the election. The Board can not deny candidacy to any student although all candidates must be approved by the Dean of Student Personnel. (Formerly the Board nominated candidates during a closed nomination meeting and these were approved by the Dean of Student Personnel.) If there is an excessive number of candidates for the same office there will be a primary election with the top three candidates being eligible for the general election.

Social Committee Structure: The present social committee consists of the class officers and has the vice-president of the Board acting as chairman. This duplication of roles is not beneficial to the student-body as a whole nor to the members of the committee. The proposed amendment would have the Social Committee Chairman elected by the students and he would have a voting position on the Board. Each class would elect one rep for the Social Committee. The vice-president of each class would also serve on the committee in order to co-ordinate the activities of their classes with those of the Social Committee.

John O'Kane commented on this amendment which he proposed, "Duh, I like it."

Pentagon

BETTER "RED" THAN "DEAD"

Our total donation to the Veterans on Tuesday was 52 pints. The total number of students who volunteered was 76, somebody's holding out! This was due mainly to low hemoglobin. Proper diet and adequate rest should improve this condition. So, learn the kinds of food that contain iron and partake of these, whenever served, for increase in hemoglobin. And get enough sleep!

Every man who tried, was accepted, that is, 23 good pints. Looks like it's the girls who need the sleep. We still feel that we can reach our quota of 100 pints and therefore will extend the drive through the month of April. (Of course, the CARBON knows that no one will stop at 100 pints, or fifths, for that matter.) Blood donations for the Veterans can be accepted at the Community Blood Center on N. Meridian. This is open every day. There were some students who wanted to give last Tues., but were unable to be on campus. Arrangements can be made to go down to the Community Blood Bank by contacting Sister Adelaide or simply by dropping in yourself, stating that you want the blood to go to the Veterans and then reporting. Another alternative is to drop yourself in a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

Thanks to all who volunteered. The doctor and nurses were most enthusiastic in their praise of Marian students and most grateful.

Sr. M. Adelaide
WHAT'S THE STORY HERE? (continued)

What am I trying to get at? Just this—perhaps in the future the student leaders will have to look at the more practical despite the more desirable. Many of us hope that concerts such as the Lettermen will not cease to be possible, but we all realize that they require support. And if the support cannot come mainly from the students, then maybe the purpose for sponsoring such entertainment is self-defeating.

j0'k

MARIAN TOPS I.C. (AGAIN)

Spring Sports took a 90-degree turn last Wednesday when the Marian baseballers outplayed Indiana Central for a 2-1 victory. Jack Adams pitched for the Knights, evening his record at 1-1. The diamondmen stand 1-1, after dropping their first two doubleheaders to DePauw and Rose Poly.

Father Smith’s jugglers are riding a 2-match winning streak after dropping Butler and St. Joseph last Friday. Steve Chemansky was medallist at the Butler match with a 79 at Coffin.

Tennis is starting slow, with two losses at Wabash and Rose Poly. After the winter rust wears off the court-nourders are expected to have quite a racket going for them.

Individual performances highlight the track teams efforts so far, as several school records have been shattered. Short on manpower, the Knight cinderellas are continuing in their drive to establish full-strength track and field competition.

J.T.

Spectators note:

Friday - April 11 - Golf at Franklin
Saturday - April 15 - Track at Wabash Relays
Tennis at St. Joseph
Baseball (2) at Wabash
Tuesday - April 18 - Golf at Indiana Central
Baseball (1) at St. Joseph

BE AWARE!

Intramural Softball squads have to be in today. Ten-member teams will play Tuesday and Thursday evenings, a great boon to night-class students.

Intramural Volley ball is underway and who knows what might happen?

J.T.

All of the animals except man know that the principal business of life is to enjoy it.

High heels were invented by a woman who had been kissed on the forehead.

Philosophy: unintelligible answers to insoluble problems.